**Purpose**
The purpose of this project is to investigate barriers to barcode scanning among nurses in an urban acute care facility.

**Conceptual Framework:**
Lewin’s Model of Change

Lewin’s Model of Change involves three stages of change that can be applied to the process of medication administration using barcode scanning for verification. “Unfreezing” makes it possible to let go of old habits and ways of doing things, such as Nursing’s former ways of medication administration prior to advances in technology such as barcode scanning.

“Changing” is learning of the new process of medication administration and moving to a new level of education and competence, such as the education Nursing is experiencing in learning barcode scanning verification in administering medications.

The third and final stage is “Refreezing”, or establishing the new changes learned as habits and hardwiring these new practices of medication administration into Nursing’s common working procedures.

As nurses learn and follow the process of barcode scanning for verification and it becomes more hardened through “refreezing” and there will be less use of workarounds.

**ABSTRACT**
- Bedside medication verification, specifically barcode scanning, is a known measure to improve patient safety and reduce the risk of medication errors yet there still exist barriers to effective barcode scanning.
- Studies of bedside medication verification and barcode scanning have identified workarounds for nurses using barcode scanning and the potential errors linked with each workaround.
- The workarounds are usually a result of barriers the nurse faces successfully implementing the designed scanning and verification process.
- Continued research can improve the reduction of workarounds, barriers and the subsequent potential medication errors.

**RESEARCH QUESTION**
What are the most important barriers to bedside medication verification scanning rates for nurses in an acute care hospital?

**METHODOLOGY**
A descriptive survey design will be used to investigate fifty nurses’ experiences with barriers to medication administration barcode scanning verification. A link to a Qualtrics survey will allow those volunteering to participate to sign a consent and afterwards to complete the survey capturing demographics, 28 pre-set questions ranked-ordering the most common known barriers in addition to 16 open-ended questions. Data will be entered into SPSS version 23 and analyzed using descriptive statistics. Narrative data will be entered into Atlas.ti and examined for recurring themes.

**REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

- Researchers studied bar-coded medication administration at five hospitals.
- Fifteen types of workarounds were identified in the following three categories:
  - Omission of process steps
  - Steps performed out of sequence
  - Unauthorized barcode medication administration process steps
- The authors also identified 31 probable causes of barcode medication administration workarounds and compiled them in these categories:
  - Technology related
  - Task related
  - Organizational related
  - Patient related
  - Environmental related
- Repeated examinations and corrections of barcode medication administration scanning systems actual uses are needed to optimize their role in preventing medication errors.
- Use of barcode medication administration substantially reduced the rate of errors in order transcription and in medication administration also as well as decreasing potential adverse drug events.
- The data showed barcode scanning is important to improve medication safety.
- Through a comprehensive review of literature researchers reviewed non-compliance behaviors with barcode medication administration.
- The authors identified 128 of causes that were grouped into these five categories:
  - Poor visual and audio interface
  - Poor physical ergonomic design
  - Poor information integrity
  - Abnormal situations for system use
  - User reluctance and negligence
- The results showed successful use of a barcode administration system requires a supportive environment for success.
- Problems are most likely system issues rather than that of individual users or devices.
- The authors also identified 31 probable causes of barcode medication administration workarounds and compiled them in these categories:
  - Technology related
  - Task related
  - Organizational related
  - Patient related
  - Environmental related
- Repeated examinations and corrections of barcode medication administration scanning systems actual uses are needed to optimize their role in preventing medication errors.
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